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Roger Boucher
Quick Facts

• Roger’s show is always professional, clean,
classy, and funny.

• Choose a hypnosis show, magic show, or a
show that combines both.

• The show is very interactive and gets the
entire audience involved.

• Easy-going & easy to work with, Roger does
all he can to make your event a success!

• Respectful to his volunteers and never does
anything to embarrass them.

• Roger empowers his hypnotic volunteers to
make them the stars of the show, and gives
them some powerful, positive suggestions
at the end of the show that they will enjoy
for the rest of their lives!

Magician, hypnotist, and all-around entertainer 
Roger Boucher has been delighting audiences 
across Canada for two decades.  Choose Magic, 
Hypnosis, or he can switch it up throughout the 
event to give you the best of both worlds. All shows 
include lots of crowd participation, laughs, fun 
interaction, plus Roger’s signature charm and wit. 

Click here for video & more info:
www.select-entertainment.com/roger-boucher

“I wish all entertainers were as easy to work with as you were - I 
would gladly recommend you to any other groups looking for a 
great act. Thank you!” - Jim Letawsky, Vermillion Ag Society

“This is our second time hosting Roger Boucher, and it was just as great as the first!  
The rapport that Roger has with the children is phenomenal – they LOVE him!  The 
giggles, huge eyes and “how’d he do that?” from the crowd made this show a success 
and a worthwhile fundraiser.” - Tammy Sloan, Village of Tompkins, SK
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Pricing: $2000-$3500 depending on show length and type of event.    
Feel free to discuss with us which of the above packages is the best fit for your event and budget.  
• Travel and accommodations may be extra where applicable. Sound system can be provided if needed.  
• If the fee falls outside your budget please feel free to call us to discuss. Depending on a few factors (including the 
   nature of your event and how it fits with the touring schedule) we can occasionally negotiate a reduced fee. 

Introduced to the art of magic while attending university, Roger became instantly hooked and embarked upon a career 
as an entertainer (needless to say his parents were thrilled!). 16 years later, as a full time entertainer Roger gets to do 
what he loves and always brings a big contagious smile to the stage - most recently as the emcee and host of RiseUP TV.

• Solo magic show: 45-60 minutes
• Duo magic show: This is a slightly larger show 
   featuring some two-person acts and finishing 
   off with a large-scale illusion. 45-60 minutes
• Hypnosis: Choose a 60 or 90 minute show 
• Combo Show: Get the best of both worlds 
   by combining a magic and a hypnosis show. 
   Can be 90 minutes or 120 minutes total, with 
   a short intermission between the two shows.

Roger Boucher has developed a hilarious and mind-bending show that can feature magic or hypnosis 
or a combination of both for a delightful, thrilling ride. Your face will hurt from laughing, your mind 
will spin with disbelief, and people will be talking about it for months to come! 
From unbelievable card effects to bringing volunteers’ imagination alive on stage, Roger offers some-
thing for everyone. His show is highly interactive, clean and always hilarious, making it a wonderful 
addition to any community celebration, family event, or function of any size. 

I love magic and loved your show! We had a lot of “thank you’s” and many other 
positive comments from audience members.” - Cora-Lee Cyr, Affinity Credit Union
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